Golden Gate Regional Center

Who We Are

- Golden Gate Regional Center (GGRC) was established in 1966, we recently celebrated our 50th anniversary; GGRC currently employs over 200 people.
- San Francisco County, San Mateo County, Marin County
- GGRC currently serves 8,911 individuals
- Eric Zigman, GGRC Executive Director; Lisa Rosene, GGRC Director, Regional Center Services; Kimberley Morgan, GGRC CPP Unit
- Olivia Joyce, DC Liaison; Shannon Haskin, DC Liaison; Melanie Rudy, DC Liaison
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Sonoma Developmental Center (SDC) Client Population

- GGRC is serving 67 SDC individuals as of 1/2017
- GGRC served 120 people residing at SDC in May 2015.
- GGRC has 5 projected transfers to other regional centers, per family request
- 4 transfers to GGRC from other RC’s
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Current Community Resources

- **MARIN COUNTY:** Medi-Cal Managed Care Plan, Partnership HealthPlan, Marin Community Clinic, Kaiser Permanente, Marin County Mental Health Service (GGRC has a contract with Marin County Mental Health to provide mental health services for individuals who do not meet criteria for Medical Necessity for Specialty Mental Health).

- **SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY:** Medi-Cal Managed Care Plans - San Francisco Health Plan, Anthem Blue Cross, Kaiser Permanente, San Francisco Mental Health, Beacon Health Strategies in SFHP’s Non-Specialty Mental Health Provider (group mental health evaluation and treatment, psychological testing, certain outpatient services to include laboratory drugs, supplies, supplements, and psychiatric consultation).

- **SAN MATEO COUNTY:** Medi-Cal Managed Care Plans – Health Plan of San Mateo (HPSM), UCSF, Kaiser Permanente, Landmark Health (intensive home visiting program), Puente Clinic (mental health)

- **SAN FRANCISCO, SAN MATEO, MARIN COUNTIES:** UOP Special Care Clinic and Hospital Dentistry, Allen Wong, DDS – hospital dentistry, UOP Virtual Dental Home (community based dental hygiene faculty, Registered Dental Hygienist in Alternative Practice [RDHAP])
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Community Resources In Development

• # homes in development for SDC residents through FY 2016-2017
• 6 Adult Residential Facilities for Persons with Special Health Care Needs (ARFPSHN)
• 1 Community Crisis Homes (CCH)
• 1 Enhanced Behavioral Supports Homes (EBSH)
• 0 Enhanced Behavioral Supports Homes with Nursing (EBSH-N)
• Supported Living Services (SLS) – individualized as requested by GGRC individual or family/conservator
• 20 Specialized Residential Facilities (SRF)
  • 4 SRF’s are medical/behavioral homes, which provide 8 hours of nursing services per day
  • 7 SRF’s are RCFE (Residential Care Facilities for Elderly) which serve age 59+
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Non-Residential Resource Development

- 5 Specialized (Medical & Behavioral) Day Programs – 4 in San Mateo County and 1 in Marin County
- R&D Transportation – San Francisco, San Mateo, Marin
- CART – Medical Consultation
- Pharmacy Vendorization/resources
- Durable Medical Equipment resources
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Crisis Services

• *San Francisco Mobile Crisis Unit, San Francisco County*
• *SMART Mobile Crisis, San Mateo County*
• *CBEM (Creating Behavioral and Educational Momentum), San Mateo County, San Francisco County, Marin County [GGRC contract]*
Homes For the Closure of SDC

- Nevilyn’s Home
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- Village Lane
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- Prague
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Contact Us

• Kimberley Morgan, CPP Supervisor, kmorgan@ggrc.org; P: 650/524.4521
• Olivia Joyce, DC Liaison, ojoyce@ggrc.org; P: 650/524.4575
• Shannon Haskin, DC Liaison, shaskin@ggrc.org; P: 650/524.4574
• Melanie Rudy, DC Liaison, mrudy@ggrc.org; P: 415/446.30